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What is ‘Mutable Matter’?

This leaflet details the approach of the ‘Mutable Matter’ project, an experimental public engagement* 

with nanotechnology. The project was conceived as a pilot for finding a method to assist non-scientists 

in debating and co shaping the future of nanotechnology. It addressed a problem that many facilitators 

of public engagements with new technologies are encountering: how to involve non-scientist publics 

at a stage of technological development where they can co-shape* innovation trajectories. 
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Nanotechnology

Nanotechnology makes use of the 

properties of the atomic and 

molecular scale. It deals with 

dimensions approximately between 

1-100 nanometres. 1 nanometer is 

the equivalent of a billionth of a 

metre. 

Envisioned applications vary 

drastically, from self-cleaning 

materials and environmental 

remediation to self-replicating 

nanomachines for medical and 

military use. While the technology 

has not attracted controversy as yet, 

it is expected to draw concerns, 

especially about the health and 

environmental impact of its outputs 

(nanoparticles could cause harm in 

an asbestos-like manner), and also 

about the ethics of producing devices 

which may be off limits for public in 

terms of access and control. 



Mutable Matter focuses on a  particular aspect of nanotechnology to support  public engagement: 

its invisibility and intangibility. 

Nanotechnology operates at scales  that are far removed from human sensory grasp (the atomic and 

molecular scale). This lack of accessibility to non-experts has been identified as a major obstacle for 

deliberation*. 

In addition to the technologies’ sensory inaccessibility,  other factors play into lack of access:

• A fear to ‘patronise’ non-scientist participants with scientific information. Having learnt from the 

bad experiences with science communication during the BSE and GM food crises, there has been a 

need to affirm the value of ‘social expertise’. 

• Lack of value for policy makers. Public engagement facilitators are aware that policy makers have 

little use for ‘scientific discussion’ from non-scientists: they are primarily interested in expert 

studies (e.g. on the toxicity of certain particles) in order to evaluate risks. 

• Lack of methods for exploring the materiality of new technologies. There are currently no 

methods for engaging people between policy and science engagement. Frequently, facilitators 

themselves do not feel comfortable to engage with the ‘uncanny’ materiality of nanotechnology 

and prefer to explore methods that do not require anyone to have specialist knowledge. Also, not 

everyone wants to participate this far ‘upstream’* and engage creatively with technology.

Mutable Matter seeks to address these issues and offers one possible method for exploring the subject of 

nanotechnology. The leaflet is directed at public engagement practitioner and interested publics who 

wish to explore questions around nanotechnology through creative experimentation* with materials.
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Opportunities and Challenges

On a sunny autumn afternoon, four people are sitting around a table at the Open University Regional 

Centre in Leeds. Of these four people, three are, as they describe it, ‘making a mess’. Red and black ‘slime’ 

is poured across the table, polystyrene bits are shaken around in a clear plastic container and added to the 

‘goo’, magnets become wrapped in plasticine, random bits retrieved from around the room are integrated 

into three peculiar looking models. As well as the modelling, a lively debate takes place, which, so far, has 

moved from plate tectonics onto the subject of nanotechnology and its relationship with ‘the nature of 

reality’.

Why use the method?

Like other public engagements, Mutable Matter has its specific function and audience. For publics who 

feel comfortable with the exploratory nature of the workshops, the project presents an opportunity to 

engage creatively with aspects of nanotechnology without the ‘need to become a scientist’.

Further, the project’s method emphasises commonalities between scientists and publics rather than 

differences. Scientists, too, have difficulties accessing the nanoscale. In their laboratories, they can do this 

through particular instruments, such as the scanning tunnelling microscope (STM). These microscopes 

produce images of the nanoscale, which represent the results of measurements (of tunnelling currents). 

They are not photographic renderings of atoms and molecules, as the scale is too small for ordinary 

microscopes to work. In the project, these images form the basis for debate and ‘experimentation’ for 

both scientists and non-scientists. 

Co-experimentation forms an important part of the method: it aims to help non-scientists assert a 

position in which they are not only able to evaluate risks but imagine ‘nanotechnological futures’. Such 

public visions of  technological futures may reflect those of scientists and other stakeholders in 

nanotechnology, but they are equally likely to take on alternative forms. Giving a voice to both sorts of 

contributions may help to counter the image of ‘the public’ as irrationally fearful or innately opposed to 

new technologies. This process supports participants in becoming more confident about expressing their 

ideas. 
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Opportunities

Some of the opportunities include: 

• Stimulating curiosity through building a connection between participants and the subject .

• Generating  an environment for a more informal, but also critical debate.

• Promoting a more creative understanding of the technology and its potential consequences.

• Low cost and potential for drawing on the resources and expertise of other institutions: 

Experimental public engagement does not have to be complicated or expensive and can build on 

many existing channels. Mutable Matter type workshops could run in a variety of institutional 

contexts, such as museums, community centres and even outdoor spaces (one pilot session took 

place in a tent at an outdoor music festival, another in a shopping centre). If run by established 

institutions such as museums, NGOs, universities or even artist collectives, such workshops could 

reach larger and more diverse audiences.  Workshops could also be complementary to other 

activities such as citizen juries.

• Empowering participants by valuing different public understandings not only of technology and 

society, but also technology and material environment.

• Giving the opportunity for publics to identify as participants in shaping technological trajectories 

(rather than furthering the role of publics-as-consumers). In this respect, the project makes a first 

move into the direction of providing opportunities for publics who would like to participate further 

‘upstream’.



Challenges

Amongst the challenges: 

• The method does not deliver a ‘voting process’ on particular questions, although it could be used 

as part of other approaches such as focus groups or citizen journeys.

• Good facilitation is crucial, as workshop participants need to be supported adequately. Facilitators 

need to be able to respond to participant queries in non-patronising ways or help participants to 

explore their ideas through play.

• What happens with the outcomes of the workshop? Organisers need to make sure that there is a 

strategy in place what is being done with the results of the project overall, as participants will want 

to know. Will they be communicated to policy makers or to other publics?

• Acquisition of financial or institutional support for the method. While it could be argued that 

public engagement is open to new methods,  especially considering the variety of unusual 

participation methods that are going in and out of fashion, playful and hands-on methods still seem 

to be considered inappropriate in certain contexts. Opposition may also come from publics who 

doubt the legitimacy or sincerity of playful methods or find them inappropriate in the examination 

of serious issues.

• Participants might reject the hands-on part of the workshop for its associations with child's play, 

art practice or science engagement.

• Group dynamics: people can become competitive, especially  when it comes to (scientific) 

knowledge. This can both work in a beneficial way (people drawing on unusual sources for scientific 

knowledge) or have a negative effect (people becoming intimidated). Group dynamics can also 

affect modelling in both positive (people working together or enjoying their inventiveness) and 

negative (people not wanting to be seen playing with plasticine) ways .
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‘Nano-biotechnology’, made by participant at the 

Secret Garden Party festival pilot workshop, 2008.



Method: The four phases

Mutable Matter’s ‘dual’ method allows for ‘hands-on’ experimentation and dialogue* to take place. 

Dialogue is not only important to generate 'analysable' and 'transmittable' data, but is seen as a creative 

enterprise in itself: participants need to negotiate one another’s contributions, as well as the potential 

obstinacy of the materials. Both modelling and discussions are stimulated through a variety of materials 

and tasks, which are presented in a succession of phases. These four phases trace the path from STM 

imagery to the design of nanotechnology. 

Mutable Matter is best run as a series of workshops, with 3-5 participants and one facilitator in each 

session. The workshops are split into 4 phases. These serve as a loose guideline and can be adapted to 

the direction individual sessions may be taking. 

The Materials

Each phase uses a different set of materials to stimulate discussion and creative engagement through 

modelling. 
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For Phase 1: 

• Scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM) images which show the atomic arrangements on material surfaces, 

e.g. from the Vienna University of Technology’s STM gallery 

(http://www.iap.tuwien.ac.at/www/surface/STM_Gallery/index ). 

• Diagram and photo of a scanning tunnelling microscope, to explain how STM images are produced.

For Phase 2: 

• Scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM) images which show atoms on the nanoscale as ‘peaks’, e.g. from the 

IBM STM Gallery (http://www.almaden.ibm.com/vis/stm/gallery.html ).

For Phase 3: 

• The text used to give participants a sense of nanoscale forces was taken from Richard Jones’ book ‘Soft 

Machines – Nanotechnology and Life’ (2004). It is a humorous description of what the 1966 science fiction 

film ‘Fantastic Voyage’ would have looked like if the nanoscale forces had been observed correctly. It can be 

found on the next page. Similar texts could be used.

For Phase 4: 

• Nanotechnology industry magazines and other examples of nanotechnology communication, which illustrate 

some of the envisioned nanotechnology applications. 

• Optional: materials relating to the nanoscale or matter, e.g. quotes by philosophers, poets and other public 

figures, which may help participants from different backgrounds relate to the subject



In addition, modelling materials are used in all phases. These consist of: 

• Plasticine

• Magnets (strong enough that they work through a layer of plasticine around them, in case 

participants ‘hide’ magnets, but not so strong that they would completely crush plasticine in 

between magnets)

• Play slime (comes in small tubs)

• Polystyrene balls

The modelling materials serve three purposes: to draw attention to nanoscale phenomena and the 

scientific vision of the nanoscale, to stimulate discussion, and to enable participants to creatively engage 

with the nanoscale and build their own vision of this space. Like in many nanotechnology-themed art-

science projects, certain nanoscale phenomena were focused on:

• ‘Stickiness’ brought about by electromagnetism - represented through magnets 

• Viscosity: the smaller an object gets, the more it is affected by viscosity. This is represented through play slime

• Brownian Motion, the ‘jiggling’ motion of particles suspended in a fluid, an important phenomenon at the 

nanoscale – represented by polystyrene balls (shaken about in a transparent tub or suspended in play slime)

The plasticine acted mainly as a catalyst for the participants' ideas, allowing them to represent objects, 

forces or concepts across scales (this could also be done with the other materials, but not as 

extensively). 

By using familiar materials associated with play, participants are given greater control over their degree 

and style of involvement - it is even possible to refuse the hands-on component entirely - and to 

promote imagination: participants do not have to struggle with unknown, complex machinery or have to 

heavily rely on scientific authority, but can instead concentrate on what to make. At the same time, the 

materials are also intended to be slightly unfamiliar: most participants would not have used these 

materials for a long time, and especially not in this context. This 'new strangeness' intended as an 

invitation to participants to explore the materials in a different way and to re-discover their 'forces' or 

other 'hidden features'.



The Phases

The first two phases of the workshop use STM images to 
introduce participants to nanotechnology. The third 
phase explores how the nanoscale differs from our scale 
in terms of forces. The fourth, and final, phase allows 
participants to compare their visions to those offered by 
scientists and industry and offers space for further 
debate.

Phase 1

At the beginning of the first phase, participants are 
show a selection of STM images, in which atoms appear 
as round, solid building blocks’. Often, these images 
prompt participants to ask questions about the nature 
of these images: whether atoms can be imaged at all, 
and how these images come into being. Through 
explaining how these images come into being, 
participants are also introduced to STM images as 
particular representations of atoms rather than actual 
images of atoms. 

The images, and the description of how they come into 
being, are intended to stimulate the first round of 
discussions and to introduce the first task of the 
workshop: the participants are asked to imagine what 
they would make from atoms, if they really looked like 
the ones in the STM images. The idea behind this task 
is to put participants into the position of makers and 
visionaries rather than mere consumers of products and 
ideas. The question was deliberately phrased in a way it 
would encourage a playful mood and allow participants 
to 'think bold'. It was also intended to transmit the 
feeling of limitlessness that scientists and other 
nanotechnology developers repeatedly express: 
participants can 'make' anything they want, from basic 
substances to complex technological designs or even 
whole environments. For realising their ideas 
participants are encouraged to use the materials. 
During and after the modelling – if participants choose 
to use the materials – participants are also encouraged 
to talk.
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STM (scanning tunnelling 

microscope) image,

Technical University of Vienna

AFM (Atomic force microscope) image

Source unknown



Examples from Phase 1

Participant: I’m making a new atom. I’m calling it 

‘Labyrinthium’. And its properties change… depending 

on where the electrons are in my new atom, its 

properties change…  It does not interact well with 

‘Minotaurium’! 

(laughter from other participants)

Participant: Actually, I’d like to create Minotaurium

next!

The above example was subsequently used to discuss 

concerns about nanotechnology and intellectual 

property (‘patenting matter’).

Participant: I think this is my switch - although I don’t 

know how you’ll be able to flip the states… 

(Leeds 1 Workshop, Phase 1).

The concept of a ‘nano switch’ was later discovered by 

the participant in one of the nanotechnology industry 

magazines.
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Participant  model of ‘Labyrinthium’, a 

‘designer element’ made and discussed at 

the 2009 London workshop.

‘Nano switch’  from the 2008 Leeds 

workshop.



Phase 2

The second stage follows the same principle, only that 

a different set of STM images is used, which portrays 

the nanoscale as a ‘liquid landscape’ with atomic 

‘peaks’. These images are obtained by the same 

measurements, but not the same visual rendering. 

These renderings are presented to give participants an 

impression of how differently the same data can be 

represented (in science articles, in the media, on 

public engagement websites) and to stimulate 

discussion about potential consequences for people's 

imagination of the nanoscale and nanotechnology. 

Examples

Participant: These [images] are completely different… 

much more organic.

Facilitator: … could you imagine making something 

from these?

Participant: Erm… not really! …it’s… no…I’m afraid 

not! Not from these. Because they’re quite abstract 

looking. [The others] have got a definite pattern. … So 

this… you could take these patterns and copy them 

and arrange them differently. Because they all look 

like discrete particles arranged in a certain way, 

whereas this looks… like you can move them into 

different shapes. I can’t see what you would do with 

them particularly, but it looks like you could order 

them differently. 

(Participant, Nottingham, 2008).
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The IBM ‘Quantum Corral’

Jody (Seung Yun) Yang,

International Scanning Probe Microscopy 

Image Contest



Examples from Phase 2 (continued)

Facilitator: So these are two things that communicate?

Participant: Yes! I’m not sure whether mine are kind of 
specific enough…

I went to put them into some slime, because… I was sort 
of thinking about how… all these things are building 
blocks and how they are primordial in many ways. And 
how I would represent something that is quite 
primordial 

(Participant, Leeds Workshop1, Phase 1)

.

‘Morphing nano traffic cones’ that have multiple 
functions (warning, cushioning, signalling, accident 
communication etc)
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‘Nanofood’ whose properties (taste, 

appearance, temperature, texture) can 

be affected by the consumer. 

2009 London Workshop.

‘Communicating particles’, 2008 Leeds 

Workshop.



Phase 3

In this phase, the perspective moves from shapes to forces: what processes and phenomena prevail at 

this scale? What does matter at the nanoscale behave like when we are interacting with it? 

Scientist Richard Jones writes that, when it comes to our scale, we have an 'intuitive notion of physics', 

but for the nanoscale, this intuition is lacking. Mutable Matter tries to 'play' with this notion of 'intuitive 

physics'. While it is hardly possible to symbolise all nanoscale phenomena with simple means, this phase 

tries make it possible for participants to gain at least an idea of what scientists are struggling with in their 

laboratories. Through the 'experimentation' with materials, it is also hoped that participants will gain a 

sense of the creative challenges or obstacles that nanoscale phenomena present. 

At the beginning of this phase, a short extract from Richard Jones’ book ‘Soft Machines’ is given to the 

participants (see next page). 
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The film ‘Fantastic Voyage’ (1966) revolves around a technology that allows humans to shrink atoms. 

As this means that people, and especially soldiers, can be shrunk, too, the technology becomes 

interesting for different governments during the Cold War. When the technology’s developer is about 

to die from an assassination attempt, his body is entered by a miniaturised team of rescuers and their 

‘submarine’, who try to remove the blood clot in his brain that is endangering his life. 

A humorous vision of what the 1966 science fiction film ‘Fantastic Voyage’ might have looked liked if 

the forces at the nanoscale had been observed correctly, Richard Jones imagines the journey of the 

nano-size submarine and its crew. The resulting misadventures illustrate the phenomena in an 

evocative way, while not sounding like a typical science explanation. The story portrays the nanoscale 

as a space where different rules apply, which need to be considered in visions of nanotechnology.

Once the workshop participants have followed the ‘actual’ voyage of the submarie and the nanoscale 

phenomena have been discussed, they are, again, asked to 'make something' - this time considering 

these conditions in their designs. In this phase, the use of materials is particularly encouraged. 



‘So let us imagine that we really could take a little submarine and shrink it down to 
cellular dimensions, and then inject it into the bloodstream of our patient. What would 
our intrepid nanonauts encounter when they turn the engine on and prepare to explore 
their new nanoworld?

The first thing that they would notice is that they would grind to a sticky halt, and no 
matter how much they turned up the engine power they would not make much in the way 
of forward progress. Water, at this scale, is not the freely-flowing fluid we are used to at 
human dimensions; instead, they will find that their environment is a sticky morass, many 
times thicker than syrup or treacle.

But just because our submarine cannot go forward, does not mean that it is stationary. 
Our nanonauts will find their vessel pitching and rolling, jerked here and there by jolts of 
all kinds, seemingly coming at them out of the blue.

And what is that on the windshield? It is like driving through a swarm of midges, the 
squashed corpses of the unfortunate insects accumulating on the screen. The nanonauts’ 
formerly clear view is blurred by little blobs of sticky stuff, and no matter how hard they 
scrub with the windscreen wipers it just will not come off.

Soon, all the surfaces of the vessel are coated with a resilient layer. Analysis would reveal 
that what we have here are protein molecules, which stick to the surface, unfold, and 
stick together to form a robust two-dimensional film.

Finally, the jerking motion has carried us near a wall. Our steering is useless and we are 
effectively without power, so we can do nothing as we are drawn inexorably toward it. 
We come into contact and stick to it, and nothing we seem to be able to do can push us 
away. Our fantastic voyage has come to an ignominious end.’

(Extract taken from Richard Jones, ‘Soft Machines – Nanotechnology and Life’, Oxford 
University Press, 2004, pp. 54-55)
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Examples from Phase 3

Participant 1: 'Ah, Brownian Motion – if you got 
something very small getting bumped around all you 
need to do is harness that power and you’ve got a free 
energy source. [Although] I’m not sure how to build a 
Brownian Motion turbine!' 

Participant 2: 'But you can make one up here and 
patent it!'

(Laughter)

(London Workshop, Phase 3)

Participant 1: '… if you can invent something to do what 
the rainforest used to do so you get more oxygen or 
carbon…'

Everyone: 'Yeah, take the carbon out…'

Participant 2: 'And pump out the oxygen… and do the 
ground thing… so that the soil does not get washed 
away and absorbs the water…'

Participant 3: Ah, that black magnet’s given me another 
idea… this is gonna spoil the lot… wait for it, wait for it… 
horaaay!'

(…)

Participant: ‘I don’t know if everything gets too… 
perfect. Because it is actually imperfection that causes 
progress sometimes…’

(Milton Keynes Workshop, Phase 3)
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‘Brownian Motion turbine’ and 

‘Superstring confectionery’, 2009 London 

Workshop.

‘Interconnectivity between species 

communities’, made by participants of the 

2008 Milton Keynes workshop to discuss 

issues around nanotechnology, 

conservation and geo-engineering.
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Image from Nottingham Workshop, Phase 3



Phase 4

In the fourth phase, participants are able to compare 

their ideas and models with scientific and industry 

visions of the nanoscale. They are handed out a 

selection of images, articles and copies of 

nanotechnology industry magazines, which feature 

examples of 'real life' applications. This gives 

participants an opportunity to explore and question the 

‘official proposals’. In this phase, facilitators can also 

respond in more depth to specific participant visions 

and approaches. In addition, other materials such as 

quotes by scientists, philosophers and other well-known 

figures addressing e.g.  'philosophical' aspects of the 

interrelationship between scales can be used to help 

the participants. 

As a conclusion to this phase, participants are invited to 

pursue their connection to the subject beyond the 

frame of the workshop. 

Examples from Phase 4

Participant: ‘I’ve read the Tao of Physics. I’m more 

inclined to think that things are like this web… things 

moving in and out of each other affecting each other; 

there is nothing isolated anywhere that stands alone, 

because everything … is basically…. much of 

nothingness connected with forces.' 

(2008 Leeds Workshop, Phase 4)
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Example of magazines used for 

Phase 4



Examples from Phase 4

Participant 1: 'There is something in me that does not 
quite believe this. You see, to me, this is all…a bit like a 
computer game on one level – it’s playing with things… 
but… you don’t really know what you are playing with 
because you can’t see it and… you’re not really doing 
anything… apart from this…

Participant 2: …playing around!

Participant 1: …playing around and not actually doing 
anything but making pretty pictures, pretty patterns, 
pretty colours… and just looking at that… they are 
[reading something into it] and… you know what I 
mean?

(Walton Hall 1, Phase 4)

One participant in the Leeds workshop had heard about 
quantum computing 'in the news' and tried to explore in 
his model – first, how he thought about how scientists 
imagined it, and later, how he imagined it for himself:

Participant 1: 'I was thinking … if you can manipulate 
these so they can go up and down and you stick …an 
atom on it… can you get that to fall ... and I don’t know 
what [to do with] this end bit …. But if that kind of gets 
squished down could you get back to [here]… then roll 
along and switch the other one down and then pop 
back up again so … you can get a bit of information or 
matter or ‘stuff’ to kind of … ride along a wave …' 

He then compared his idea to how it was presented in 
the magazine.

Participant  1: 'Oh!'

Participant  2: 'Yeah … Here’s my little switch!'

(Leeds Workshop 1, Phase 4)
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Participant design found in a ‘nano’ 

magazine: ‘Wound dressing’

2009 London Workshop

Questions about nanotechnology 

‘mishaps’, such as mutations and 

accidental creations

2009 London Workshop



Materials used in addition to 

modelling materials

Task

Phase 1 STM images of ‘solid atoms’ ‘What could you imagine making with 

these kinds of atoms?’

Phase 2 STM images of ‘liquid atoms’ ‘What could you imagine making with 

these kinds of atoms?’

Phase 3 ‘Fantastic Voyage’ story ‘What could you imagine making bearing 

these conditions in mind?’

Phase 4 Magazines and articles Explore scientist/industry visions of 

nanotechnology

Summary Table



‘Medical robot’, 

London Workshop 



Facilitation

Mutable Matter workshops are likely to result in a great variety of ideas, visions, questions and 

behaviour. They therefore place considerable demands on the facilitator, from being knowledgeable 

about interactive hands-on methods, to being able to answer queries about nanoscale phenomena. 

Moreover, the uncertainty of a session’s outcomes can be disconcerting for both participants and 

facilitators. It is never predictable how participants respond to the method in each session and what 

themes will be addressed. This variability is a disadvantage - if more consistent outcomes are demanded 

– but also a distinct advantage: the method can accommodate the requirements of different 

personalities.

While it may not be possible – or even desirable - to present an ultimate ‘dos and don’ts’ list, a few points 

may help with the workshop facilitation:

The use of materials

Participants do not have to use the materials to express their visions. In some cases, participants may be 

only initially too shy or startled to use them, so facilitators should ensure that nothing prevents 

participants from using the materials, if they are interested in using them. Further, facilitators should be 

aware that materials can be used to empower as well as disempower participants in public engagements. 

In the Mutable Matter workshops, their function was to ‘democratise innovation’ through promoting 

access to the space of scientific expertise, but materials (even the same kind of materials), in combination 

with different facilitation, could equally be used to show how participants are unable to participate in 

innovation. Participants should be enabled to present their visions. These can be questioned, but should 

not be ‘corrected’.  Encouraging playfulness can also have the side-effect of diversion from the topic. If 

this happens, a helpful way of redirecting attention has been to ask questions about the participant’s 

model and the participant’s connection to the topic. Some difficulties can be avoided if participants are 

briefed appropriately during the recruitment process. 

Novelty of the method

Participants should be explained at the beginning that the models made in the workshop are meant to 

serve as discussion aids and are not being interpreted for psychological profiling . Experience has shown 

that some participants  expect certain methods and outcomes from research projects, which affect their 

participation in often unexpected ways. 
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Group dynamics

Facilitators not only have to consider dynamics between participants, and  between participants and 

facilitator (e.g. ‘showing off’ or downplaying scientific knowledge), but also between participants and 

materials. The latter is particularly important in this project, because participants may downplay their 

ability to be imaginative. While this behaviour is no different than during other types of discussions, it is 

important in the framework of Mutable Matter, because it may affect the uptake of the modelling aspect. 

Depending on the participants, it may help if facilitators start using the materials, too, to illustrate certain 

things during the discussion. 

Participants’ responses to the method were largely positive. During the pilots as well as the main project, 

nearly all participants engaged in modelling. In the main project run, three out of sixteen participants 

refused, or initially refused, the modelling. Those participants did not appear to reject it because of its 

childish nature, but for other reasons: they had already made their mind up about new technologies, did 

not believe in the benefit of hands-on methods or were concerned that public engagement in general was 

being used to engineer 'buy in‘.

Materials sometimes prompt unexpected developments in the conversation. For instance, a model 

dropping to the floor may prompt analogies with nanotechnology ‘escaping’ the laboratory.  Such 

occurrences are welcomed, as is parody, which often serves to bring out background knowledge and 

critique. 

Unanswerable questions

If a question cannot not be answered in the workshops, it should be noted down, ideally both by the 

participant and the facilitator. This question can later be discussed by e-mail (e.g. after sourcing 

appropriate materials that help solve the question). 



Evaluation

Framing the outcomes: fear of the invisible or 
awareness of how matter works?

One of the most important aspects of the Mutable 
Matter project is the framing of workshop outcomes. 
The evaluations of many other projects have focused on 
public fears of ‘bodily invasion’ or the perceived 
‘uncanniness’ of nanotechnology. While such analyses 
in often accurately reflect conversation themes and 
concerns around nanotechnology (and other new 
technologies), the Mutable Matter evaluation places 
particular emphasis on looking for evidence of public 
awareness of material agency. This means that, when 
participants are talking about matter ‘doing something’, 
‘changing’ or ‘escaping the control of scientists’, it is not 
automatically interpreted as a sign of irrational panic, 
but as a valid understanding of how matter ‘works’. It is 
vital that these ‘non-scientist’ understandings of 
material agency (nanoscale behaviour, intra-scale 
relations, forces, energy, reactions with other 
substances etc) are recognised rather than explained 
away. A guideline for this may be how public 
understandings of matter map onto scientific 
understandings. 

In a similar manner, analyses of Mutable Matter 
workshops do not only look at conversations, but also at 
how the modelling materials affect the conversations. 
Does a bit of play slime unexpectedly picking up 
polystyrene balls prompt analogies with 
nanotechnology or prompt a particular change in 
modelling? Such observations are valuable for tracing 
the development of conversations and for examining 
how the materials may be beneficial or unhelpful for 
engaging with nanotechnology.
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Diagram detail: Participant discussing 

his relation to nanotechnology through 

a Laurie Anderson song, 

2008 Nottingham Workshop

Playing with forces, 

2008 Leeds Workshop



‘Nano motor’

Leeds Workshop 



Documentation and Recruitment

Recording the workshops

Recording Mutable Matter workshops is helpful for 

general evaluation and for communicating outcomes to 

participants and other parties involved. Audio and video 

equipment should be set up beforehand, and, if 

possible, check ed during the discussion (ideally by 

another person, to not interrupt the discussion flow). 

Some participants may feel uncomfortable (at least 

initially) about conversations and/or modelling being 

recorded. If participants really do not wish recorded, 

this wish should be respected . In most cases, recording 

can proceed, and consent forms regarding the use of 

the data should be used. 

Recruitment

Potential participants should be debriefed that the 

experiment is experimental and is going to involve 

discussion as well as some creative practice, including 

the use of different materials. It may also be helpful to 

let participants know  how long the workshops last. This 

depends on n how in-depth you intend to do the 

project. The pilots lasted between 1-3 hours (depended 

on group dynamics).  If you are able to, participants 

should be reimbursed for their time and travel 

expenses. 
‘Mexicanum’ national, patented 

element  (response to Americium), 

London Workshop

‘Nano virus’, London Workshop
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‘Nano fossil’ (foreground) and 

‘Supermolecule’ (background), 

Leeds Workshop
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Sustaining engagement & Future Research

Future Research

In order to work as a method in the context of policy orientated public engagement, the   Mutable 

Matter project is likely to require additional trials and modifications. Currently, none are planned, at 

least not in the context of nanotechnology. 

Since the Mutable Matter project is not merely intended as a prototype for nanotechnology 

engagement, but as a starting point for research into the democratisation of technological 

development in general, future research intends to look at methods to engage publics with other new 

technologies such as synthetic life or geoengineering.
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Sustaining Engagement

The Mutable Matter project attempts to promote 

debate and stimulate interest in absence of a 

controversy which, in other cases of public 

engagement, leads more naturally to a debate. The 

project addressed this complication by trying to build a 

personal connection between participants and the 

topic, to find a theme the participants wished to 

explore further, and to experiment with modes 

through which participants might want to continue 

their engagement with this topic. 

If you have the resources, update participants regularly 

about the development of the project, the subject, 

related exhibitions and events such as opportunities to 

participate in other projects or decision-making 

processes. The Mutable Matter participants were 

updated through a blog (for a fullsize screenshot see 

next page), which has now morphed into a research 

diary.





Co-shaping/co-innovating

The idea that participants in public engagements can 

contribute creatively to decision-making around new 

technologies. Although sometimes understood as 

hijacking public creativity to conceive new products, this 

is not how it is understood in this project. Rather, co-

innovation is seen as a more critical process, during 

which participants are encouraged to explore 

alternative options to the way the technology is 

envisioned by its government or industry. 

Deliberation

In this booklet, deliberation is understood as reaching a 

decision through rational debate, rather than through a 

struggle of opinions. Deliberation tends to exclude 

creative contributions, as it is orientated towards 

reaching a consensus and not towards exploring new 

avenues.

Dialogue

Dialogue constitutes an increasingly popular method of 

public engagement. The aim is to get specialists and 

non-specialists to talk to one another about a 

(potentially) controversial issue. These conversations 

are hoped to give participants an opportunity to ask 

questions and gain a more in-depth understanding of 

motivations, goals and options regarding a particular 

issue. Special emphasis is placed on listening. In the 

case of nanotechnology, many dialogue events were 

organised for academic/corporate scientists, policy-

makers and ‘non-specialist’ members of the public.

Glossary

Experimentation

Experimentation in this project is not 

understood as rigorous testing (e.g. of a 

hypothesis), but as creative exploration, 

which may harbour unexpected insights.

Public Engagement

A process of encouraging public 

participation in governance, which seeks 

to go beyond mere consultation or 

communication of facts. Public 

engagement has become associated with 

building trust in governance or even 

‘ensuring buy-in’. In this project, it is 

understood as a process which seeks to 

stimulate creative experimentation with 

the issue at stake, as well as with the 

governance of the issue at stake.

Upstream/downstream

Technological innovation is frequently 

portrayed as a ‘stream’. When a 

technology is in its infancy, the stage is 

called ‘upstream’, as it is still uncertain 

where it may go. This is the point where 

important decisions can still be made. 

Traditionally, this decision-making stage 

has only been open to specialists. 

Respectively, ‘downstream’ refers to the 

stage where the way the technology is 

going has largely been determined.  
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This electronic booklet is a draft, which has been put 

together in order to gather feedback. Any comments or 

questions will be appreciated.

Please e-mail:

Dr Angela Last

angela.last@ucl.ac.uk

The address is likely to change in the next few months.

For current contact details, please see

http://mutablematter.wordpress.com/contact/

Alternatively, feedback can be left directly on the blog.

Feedback
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Participant discussing nanomaterials using magnets 

and a Jorge Luis Borges story about an unusually 

heavy material, 2008 London Workshop


